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DENGUE DURING PREGNANCY: ASSOCIATION WITH LOW BIRTH WEIGHT AND PREMATURITY
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SUMMARY
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of dengue virus infection during pregnancy and its correlation with low birth
weight, prematurity, and asphyxia. A non-concurrent cohort study reveals the association of dengue during pregnancy with prematurity
and low birth weight, when birth occurred during the maternal-fetal viremia period (p = 0.016 and p < 0.0001, respectively).
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INTRODUCTION
Dengue, endemic in many tropical countries, is a viral disease
transmitted by mosquitoes, classified into 4 serotypes (1, 2, 3 and 4)1,2.
Various arboviruses are known to cause abortion, fetal death,
premature labor, and teratogenic alterations in humans and animals3.
The first report of pregnancy associated with dengue and described in
the literature dates back to 1948 and reported the case of a pregnant
woman infected in the beginning of gestation, which evolved without any
intercurrences4. However, over the years, some authors have reported the
effects of DENV infection in pregnant women with severe consequences
for fetuses and newborns 5,6,7,8.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the effects on the conceptus
caused by the DENV infection during pregnancy, associated with low
birth weight, prematurity, and perinatal asphyxia.
METHOD AND MATERIALS
This is a non-concurrent cohort study in pregnant women and their
respective conceptus, during 2008 in Rio de Janeiro. This study used
two databases, SINAN/DENGUE/GESTANTE (2008) and SINASC
(2008/2009) of Rio de Janeiro, and was approved by the Research
Ethics Committee of the School of Medicine – Antônio Pedro University
Hospital, of the Fluminense Federal University (CMM/HUAP N°038).
Pregnant women without dengue infection and pregnant women with
clinical-epidemiological and laboratorial diagnosis of dengue, notified
in Rio de Janeiro State during the year of 2008, were included in this
study (SINAN/DENGUE/GESTANTE 2008)

Pregnant women with DENV infection were defined as those
matching the following criteria: Clinical-epidemiological: Pregnant
woman with acute febrile illness of maximum duration of seven days,
accompanied by at least two of the following symptoms: cephalea,
retro-orbital pain, myalgia, arthralgia, prostration, exanthema, associated
with epidemiological history (resident of neighborhoods with confirmed
epidemic or having visited locations with confirmed epidemic).
Laboratorial: IgM testing with the MAC-ELISA method with a positive
result or positive viral isolation or positive PCR for DENV.
Neonates were defined as premature if gestational age was inferior
to 37 weeks, and low weight if birth weight was inferior to 2,500g9,10.
Neonates with asphyxia were defined as having an Apgar score at the
fifth minute of life lower than 711.
Damage to the conceptus was defined as the occurrence of premature
labor, low birth weight, or perinatal asphyxia.
Considering five to six days of maternal viremia12, three to five days
of incubation for the fetus, and five to six days of viremia in the fetus,
maternal-fetal viremia period (MFVP) was defined as the period between
the first day of disease in the pregnant woman (D1) and the date of labor
equal or inferior to fifteen days.
The Reclink II software13 was used to associated data from the
SINAN/DENGUE/GESTANTE 2008 and the SINASC 2008/2009, and
to obtain the information related to the birth of neonates from mothers
that presented the date of the first signs and symptoms during pregnancy.
The following variables were used to associate the SINAN/DENGUE/
GESTANTE 2008 and the SINASC 2008/2009, with distinct functions
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(Key field, Blocking), to decide the true pair and also for data analysis:
a) in SINASC: NUMERODN (Key field), ENDNASC,
CODMUNNASC, BAINASC, LOCNASC, NOMEMAE, IDADEMAE,
CODMUNIRES, BAIRES, ENDRES, COMPLRES, NUMRES,
GESTAÇÃO, DTNASC, HORA, SEXO, APGAR1, APGAR5, PESO,
GRAVIDEZ, PARTO;
b) in SINAN: NU_NOTIFIC (Key field), DT_NOTIFIC, ID_
MUNICIP, DT_SIN_PRI, NM_PACIENT, DT_NASC, NU_IDADE_N,
CS_GESTANT, NM_MAE_PAC, ID_MN_RESI, NM_BAIRRO, NM_
LOGRADO, NU_NUMERO, NU_COMPLEM, NU_DDD_TEL, NU_
TELEFON, DT_SORO, RESULT_SORO, DT_VIRAL, RESUL_VI_N,
SOROTIPO, IMUNO_N, DT_PCR, RESUL_PCR, CLASSIF_FIN,
CRITERIO, EVOLUÇÃO, DT_OBITO and DT_ENCERRA.
The standardization routine utilized NOMEMAE (mother’s name)
from SINASC and NM_PACIENT (patient’s name) from SINAN, which
were split into first name and last name.
For the blocking, logistical blocks of records were created for further
relating, implementing the SOUDEX (phonetic code) for this purpose,
because it presents the lowest chance of error than using directly the
first and last names.
The Reclink II software, a free software published by the Free
Software Foundation (Borland International Inc., 1998a; Reisdorph,
1998). , obtained a calculation of scores that summarize the degree of
global agreement between records of a same pair. It was considered to
be true the pair with scores higher than 5.5513.
The last step consisted of checking the combined file that was
saved in the Excel software. The fields used for the decision of the
true pair were: CODMUNIRES (SINASC)/ ID_MN_RESI (SINAN);
ENDRES, COMPLRES, NUMRES(SINASC)/ NM_LOGRADO,
NU_NUMERO, NU_COMPLEM (SINAN); IDADEMAE(SINASC)/
DT_NASC(SINAN), in that order.
After associating the databases and checking them, it was obtained
a combined file of 336 true pairs, that is, pregnant woman with dengue
notified in SINAN/DENGUE, and with a declaration of live birth in
SINASC. These 336 true pairs were divided into neonates born in the
maternal-fetal viremia period, and neonates born after the maternal-fetal
viremia period.

For statistical analysis, three groups were taken into consideration:
1) neonates from mothers with dengue born in the maternal-fetal
viremia period, 2) neonates from mothers with dengue born outside
the maternal-fetal viremia period, and 3) neonates born from a mother
without DENV infection (SINASC 2008 database, excluding the 336
true pairs). Comparison between the three groups was performed by the
chi-square test. A P-value < 0.05 was set as significant in all the analyses.
RESULTS
In the study period (January 2008 to January 2009), from the 345,935
births occurred in Rio de Janeiro (SIM), 336 (0.97%) were from pregnant
women who had dengue (SINAN-RJ). Thirty-five births occurred within
the MFVP and 281 occurred outside the MFVP. We compared the
frequency of prematurity and low birth age between pregnant women
of these two groups.
Premature births were more frequent amongst neonates born during
the MFVP (6/41-14.6%) than in those neonates born after the MFVP
(14/295-4.7%). This difference was statistically significant (p = 0.016).
The frequency of prematurity in this last group was similar to those found
in mothers without dengue (17,079/345,599) (Table 1).
Perinatal asphyxia occurred in one (2.4%) out of the 41 neonates
born during the MFVP and in three (1.0%) out of the 295 neonates born
out of the MFVP (p = 0.268). Amongst newborns from mothers without
dengue, asphyxia occurred in 8,600 (2.4%) out of the 354,599 cases.
Low birth weight was observed in nine (22.0%) of the 41 neonates
born during the maternal-fetal DEN viremia period, and in 13 (4.4%) of
the 295 neonates of mothers with dengue that were born after the MFVP.
This difference was highly significant (p < 0.0001). Amongst mothers
without dengue, low birth weight was observed in 18,017 (5.1%) out of
the 345,599 RN (Table 2).
DISCUSSION
The epidemiological analysis resulting from correlating the database
of pregnant women with dengue (SINAN) in 2008 (when an epidemic
of DENV 2 occurred in the Rio de Janeiro State) with the declarations
of live birth (SINASC) in 2008 and 2009, presents evidence of the
impact of the DENV infection in birth weight and gestational age, with
a statistically significant increase of premature and neonates with birth
weight inferior to 2,500 g (p < 0.05), when the delivery occurred in a

Table 1
Association between dengue during gestation and gestational age

Mother/Neonate

Neonate’s gestational age

Total (%)

< 37 weeks (%)

>= 37 weeks (%)

Mother with dengue and neonate born within the MFVP

6 (14.6)

35 (85.4)

41 (100.0)

Mother with dengue and neonate Born outside MFVP

14 (4.7)

281 (95.3)

295 (100.0)

Mother without dengue

17,079 (4.9)

328.520 (95.1)

345,599 (100.0)

Total

17,099 (4.9)

328.836 (95.1)

345,935 (100.0)

c2 = 8.221; d.f. = 2; p=0.016. MFVP: maternal-fetal viremia period; c2: chi-square; d.f.: degree of freedom
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Table 2
Association between dengue during gestation and low birth weight

Low birth weight

Mother/Neonate

Yes (%)

Total (%)

No (%)

Mother with dengue and neonate born within MFVP

9 (22.0)

32 (78.0)

41 (100.0)

Mother with dengue and neonate born outside the MFVP

13 (4.4)

282 (95.6)

295 (100.0)

18,017 (5.2)

327,582 (94.8)

345,599 (100.0)

17,099 (4.9)

328,836 (95.1)

345,935 (100.0)

Mother without dengue
Total

c = 23.627; d.f. = 2; p<0.0001. MFVP: maternal-fetal viremia period; c : chi-square; d.f.: degree of freedom
2

2

period of 15 days between the date of the first maternal symptoms and
the date of birth (maternal-fetal viremia period). In these cases, however,
low birth weight could be related to prematurity and not to the intrauterine
growth restriction corroborated with literature description, as well as
the relation between the presence of DENV infection and increase in
prematurity 6,7,12.
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